How To Perform Maintenance On Andis Clippers
All Andis clippers (AGC and AG2) require the same maintenance. These clippers are
not “Maintenance Free”, there are some things you must do routinely or the clipper
will fail slowly over time. Andis clippers are NOT direct drive units and have more
problems with them than the direct drive clippers like Oster.
There are actually three things you as the operator must do routinely to keep the
Andis clipper running almost “Maintenance Free”.
First. Take your blow dryer and blow all the
hair from front of the clipper. Not doing this
routinely will permit the hair to plug the
airflow to the inside. When the clippers start
running HOT, this means hair has plugged up
everything. Keep it clean. AGC’s have a cap
you can remove to blow the hair away from
the drive assembly. You have to take the
AG2’s apart to do this.

*Arrows show where to blow or dig hair away from
*

Second. Take the clipper apart and use your blow dryer to blow all the hair from inside. Pay
special attention around the armature and blade drive, problems occur with trapped hair.
Take the switch handle off and make sure there is no hair embedded in the slots, if there is
the switch my not be able to move far enough to engage the second speed.. Look for things
that may be “loose” and tighten them up with a screwdriver.
Third. The blade drive is the heart of the mechanics of the Andis
clipper. It will not function properly if it is weak or has any
broken ribs, blades will start to drag and you’ll think your blades
are dull.
Note: A bad drive, or hair behind the gear that moves the drive,
or a weak hinge, or a cracked motor mount from using blades
that are coated from spray coolants can cause rows in the hair
when using a 10, 15, or 30 blade. Checking a blade on someone
else’s clipper is NOT a good way to find out if you blade is
working properly. They may have any one of the above
mentioned faults and the blade could act up and seem to be
repeating something on their clipper. If a blade doesn’t work on
your clipper, find out why it doesn’t work on your clipper.

